Discover Your Everlasting Backyard Oasis

Viking Pools
The Standard of Fiberglass

Latham
behind every pool
Since 1956

VikingPools.net
Enjoy peace of mind with the trusted strength of a Viking pool.

Barcelona, Viking Blue
Florida Concepts Pools, Inc.
Mahopac, NY
A Viking pool is built for strength and designed to perform. Every Viking pool is made from the highest grade fiberglass and ceramic materials, and undergoes a meticulous manufacturing process. You can literally see and feel the difference in its multi-layered construction and non-porous surface.

This results in a pool that is as durable as it is beautiful. When it comes to your pool, you deserve the best. Depend on the proven performance of a Viking pool, durability that lasts a lifetime.

**Performance in Any Climate**

A very important characteristic of Viking pools is their resilience, no matter the location or climate. Tens of thousands of pools and spas have been installed from Canada to the Caribbean.

Viking’s premium Crystite® and Diamond Series™ finishes have been thoroughly weather-tested to resist fading through freezing winters and hot, humid summers.

**Ceramic Core Technology**

The heart of every Viking pool is its ceramic core, an additional layer of protection above and beyond standard fiberglass pool construction elevates a Viking pool to a higher level of performance.

The result is a pool with greater impact resistance, enhanced expansion and contraction properties, and better waterproofing characteristics than more traditional pool construction. Quality you can depend for many years to come.

**Exceptional Reinforcement**

More layers, using greater structural and waterproofing components, equals better long term performance. Starting with the finish, layers of vinyl ester resin and fiberglass are added. Between these layers is the Ceramic Core. To support the walls during installation, PVC honeycomb vertical supports are added.

The final touch to every Viking pool is the closed-beam construction, which strengthens the coping around the pool. Viking guarantees that your pool will be built to last, giving you a lifetime of memories.
Healthy Lifestyle

Let a Viking pool add a luxurious ambiance to your backyard and enjoy the lasting health benefits of owning a pool. It’s easy to create your perfect backyard environment by designing a pool to your specific taste and style.

Visit vikingpools.net to view our full gallery of photos.
Cancun Deluxe, Sapphire Blue
Aquamarine Pools of DFW
Alvarado, TX

Majesty, Sapphire Blue
Backyard Living
Washington, IL

Fiji, Pebble Beach
Denver Pools and Spas
Hudson, CO

Monaco, Azure
Concord Pools and Spas
Latham, NY
Empress
Depth: 3’-6” to 5’-6”
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Olympia
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’-6”
Ships from CA, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Majesty
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Delray
Depth: 4’-6”
Ships from CA, FL, NC, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

St. Thomas
Depth: 3’-7” to 7’
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Claremont
Depth: 3’-6” to 5’-4”
Ships from CA, NC, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Milan
Depth: 4’
Ships from CA, FL, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Tropicana
Depth: 4’
Ships from CA, FL, TX
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Rectangle

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Auto Cover Ready means that there is a perfectly-sized, easy-to-install automatic pool cover available for your Viking rectangle pool.

Lake Shore
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’-5”
Ships from CA, IA, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Barcelona
Depth: 3’-6” to 7’
Ships from CA, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Kingston
Depth: 3’-6” to 5’-10”
Ships from IA, NC, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Ocean Breeze
Depth: 3’-6” to 5’-8”
Ships from CA, FL, IA, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Astoria
Depth: 3’-6” to 7’
Spa: 3’
Ships from IA, TN
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Corinthian
Depth: 3’-6” to 7’
Ships from CA, IA, TN
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.

**Rectangle**

**Monaco**
Depth: 3’-6” to 8’
Ships from CA, NC, TN, WV

**Island Breeze II**
Depth: 3’-6” to 8’
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**Chesapeake**
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**Montego**
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’-7”
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**Acapulco**
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’
Ships from CA, TX, WV

**Santa Barbara**
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’-6”
Ships from CA, TX, WV

**Montego, Pebble Beach**
Pools and Palms • Myrtle Beach, SC

**Classic**

**12’x31’**
**Chesapeake**
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**14’x35’**
**Montego**
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’-7”
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**16’x39’**
**Acapulco**
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’
Ships from CA, TX, WV

**14’x30’**
**Santa Barbara**
Depth: 3’-6” to 6’-6”
Ships from CA, TX, WV

**11’x20’**
**Clearwater**
Depth: 3’-5” to 5”
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV

**Montego, Pebble Beach**
Pools and Palms • Myrtle Beach, SC

**Type 1 Diving Pool** - Diving/sliding equipment shall be designed for swimming pools and shall be installed in accordance with the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer’s specifications. Please contact the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer for their specifications.
Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.

### Traditional

**Freeport**
- Depth: 3'-7" to 5'-5"
- Ships from FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
- Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

**Key West**
- Depth: 3’-7” to 6’
- Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV
- Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

**Cambridge**
- Depth: 3’-6” to 7’
- Ships from CA, FL, NC, TX, WV
- Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

**Gulf Coast**
- Depth: 3’-6” to 8’
- Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
- Type 1 Diving Pool. Diving/sliding equipment shall be designed for swimming pools and shall be installed in accordance with the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer’s specifications. Please contact the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer for their specifications.

**Gulf Shore**
- Depth: 3’-7” to 5’-10”
- Ships from FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, WV
- Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

**Oceania**
- Depth: 3’ to 7’
- Ships from NC, WV
- Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

**Gulf Shore, Sapphire Blue**
Renaissance Pools & Spas
Henderson, NV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Length x Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Ship From</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aruba</td>
<td>11’x22’</td>
<td>3’-6” to 5’</td>
<td>CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malibu</td>
<td>12’x26’</td>
<td>4’-0” to 4’-8”</td>
<td>Spa: 3’</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>15’x34’</td>
<td>3’-6” to 6’</td>
<td>CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda</td>
<td>12’x26’</td>
<td>3’-6” to 5’-6”</td>
<td>CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguna</td>
<td>14’x30’</td>
<td>3’-6” to 6’</td>
<td>CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguna Deluxe</td>
<td>14’x30’</td>
<td>4’-3” to 6’-6”</td>
<td>Spa: 3’</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancun</td>
<td>16’x35’</td>
<td>3’-9” to 6’-6”</td>
<td>CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancun Deluxe</td>
<td>16’x40’-2’</td>
<td>4’-3” to 6’-6”</td>
<td>Spa: 3’</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>16’x40’</td>
<td>3’-6” to 6’-6”</td>
<td>CA, NC, TX, WV</td>
<td>Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>16’x40’</td>
<td>3’-9” to 8’-6”</td>
<td>IA, TN, WV</td>
<td>Type 1 Diving Pool - Diving/sliding equipment shall be designed for swimming pools and shall be installed in accordance with the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer’s specifications. Please contact the diving/sliding equipment manufacturer for their specifications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Kidney

12’x24’
**St. Lucia**
Depth: 3’-6” to 5’
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

14’-6”x28’
**Valencia**
Depth: 3’-7” to 5’-10”
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

9’x16’
**Maui**
Depth: 3’-4” to 4’
Ships from CA, FL, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

10’x20’
**Jamaica**
Depth: 3’-2” to 5’
Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TX, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

15’x34’
**Sea Breeze**
Depth: 3’-5” to 8’-2”
Ships from CA, WV
Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Spas

Viking Pools

All Spas are Non-Diving. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.
Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.

Hydro Zone DXL
Depth: 5’ | Spa: 3’-3”

Hydro Zone E
Depth: 5’

Swim Spas

Shasta
6’-11”x6’-11”
Depth: 3’

Mystic
9’-8”x9’-8”
Depth: 3’-4”

Tahoe
7’-8”x7’-5”
Depth: 3’

Regal
7’-8”x9’-8”
Depth: 3’-4”

Royal
7’-8”x9’-8”
Depth: 3’-4”

Placid
8’-1”x8’-1”
Depth: 3’

Superior
8’x12’-4”
Depth: 3’

Shasta Spillover
6’-11”x7’-9”
Depth: 3’

Mystic Spillover
9’-8”x10’-6”
Depth: 3’-4”

Tahoe Spillover
7’-5”x8’-3”
Depth: 3’

Regal Spillover
8’-6”x9’-8”
Depth: 3’-4”

Royal Spillover
8’-6”x9’-8”
Depth: 3’-4”

Placid Spillover
8’-1”x8’-11”
Depth: 3’

Superior Spillover
8’-10”x12’-4”
Depth: 3’

Line Drawings Show 18” Spillway Standard Location.
### Lap Pools

**Panama I**
- **Depth:** 4’-6”
- **Available to 38’ in Length**
- **Width:** 12’
- **Ships from CA, FL, NC, TX, WV**
- **Requires 6 to 8 weeks for delivery**
- **Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.**

**Panama II**
- **Depth:** 4’-6”
- **Available to 45’ in Length**
- **Width:** 12’
- **Ships from CA, FL, NC, TX, WV**
- **Requires 6 to 8 weeks for delivery**
- **Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.**

### Tanning Ledges

**Hermosa Tanning Ledge**
- **Depth:** 10’
- **5’-9”x9’-8”**
- **Ships from CA, FL, NC, TX, WV**
- **Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.**

**Semicircle Tanning Ledge**
- **Depth:** 10’
- **8’-4”x16’**
- **Ships from CA, FL, IA, LA, NC, TN, TX, WV**
- **Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.**

**Rectangle Tanning Ledge**
- **Depth:** 10’
- **7’-8”x15’-8”**
- **Ships from WV**
- **Non-Diving Pool. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.**

**NEW for 2019**

**Hermosa is designed to fit with the Laguna, Laguna Deluxe, Cancun, Cancun Deluxe, and Caribbean models**

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
Beauty and Safety

A Viking fiberglass pool can be combined with an Automatic Safety Cover to provide complete protection for your family and your investment. It not only provides peace of mind, but provides ongoing heating and energy savings.

An automatic safety cover keeps dirt and debris out of your pool, reduces evaporation of water as well as consumption of chemicals. The automatic choice for safety, savings and convenience all at the touch of a button.

Carefree Maintenance

With minimal maintenance and no need for resurfacing like concrete pools, a Viking fiberglass pool is the smart choice for saving both time and money.

The smooth, easy-to-clean surface inhibits algae growth, requiring less cleaning and scrubbing with harsh chemicals. For about 30 minutes of upkeep a month, you can enjoy a backyard oasis that’s truly rejuvenating!

Customizable Designs

Viking pools are built exactly to your specifications. Choose from dozens of shapes and an endless list of stunning finishing touches to create your unique Viking pool.

Design your pool by selecting from a wide variety of colors, water features, designer tile, and lighting options making your backyard a beautiful extension of your home. Your vision, your pool.

ICC Certified

Only the highest quality products receive the ICC-ES stamp of approval. Viking fiberglass pools are one of them.

Relax, have a pool party, swim laps till your hearts content, then rest easy knowing your Viking pool is code-compliant and meets US and international construction and safety standards.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

A Viking pool is built to last a lifetime. A lifetime of carefree ownership and peace of mind. A Viking pool comes with a limited lifetime warranty on the structure and surface of the pool.

Viking is a premier brand of Latham Pool Products, Inc. A proud manufacturer since 1956, Latham is North America’s largest fiberglass swimming pool manufacturer.

By selecting a Viking pool you will automatically reap the warranty benefits and peace of mind of having a well-established leader in the swimming pool industry behind you every step of the way.

Modern Technology

A Viking fiberglass pool strategically utilizes the highest grade materials, including top quality ceramic, resin, gel coat, and flexural fiberglass. This durable material is the same that is used in automobiles, yachts, and even space shuttles.

With all of the advantages, it’s obvious why informed homeowners like you are choosing fiberglass—the modern, innovative solution.
Premium Finishes

The color and finish of your pool directly affects its overall appearance. Viking Pools offers a variety of exclusive colored finishes along with standard gel-coats to create a wide range of effects.

Crystite®

The Latest Technologies for the Industry’s Leading Finishes

- Exceptional 3D depth
- Larger, layered gel flakes
- Greater sparkle
- Enhanced gel coats
- Better performance
- Thoroughly field-tested

Due to the nature of photography, raw materials, and printing, variations in color may occur.
The Diamond Series adds deep, rich color and enhanced sparkle to the pool’s finish.

Diamond Series™

Azure

Maya

Persian

Standard Gel Coat

Whisper White

Viking Blue

Due to the nature of photography, raw materials, and printing, variations in color may occur.
Automatic Safety Covers

_everyday protection for your family... at the touch of a button!_

Simply flip a switch, and your Latham automatic safety cover will create a barrier over your pool that no child or pet can penetrate. Custom-built to fit your pool perfectly and manufactured from best-in-class materials, Latham has the best protection available for your family and your pool investment!

_Save on heat, water, electricity and chemicals._

An auto cover acts as a passive solar heater, increasing the temperature of your water by 8 to 10 degrees. It also reduces evaporation of water as well as consumption of chemicals. Less time cleaning... more time enjoying!

Manual Solid and Mesh Safety Covers

_safety you can rely on_

Latham offers mesh safety covers for maximum drainage and solid safety covers that block 100% of sunlight – in a variety of material weights and colors. All can be custom designed to fit any size or shape pool precisely, including any special features such as raised walls, jump boards, stairs and rails.

_We make it strong... to keep your family safe!_

The stronger the cover, the safer the cover. Latham applies exclusive, patented design and manufacturing innovations to give our mesh and solid safety covers unmatched strength and durability. And, because we build them better, we back them better... with our exclusive 20-year warranty!

Textured Steps and Seats

_assists entry and exit of the pool_

Convenience Ledge*

_provides a safe place to swim and grab for safety_

*Not all pools have convenience ledge
Enjoy the beauty of your Viking pool at night with LED lighting.

ColorTouch for 4-Wire Lights

- **Color Control**: Control color, speed, brightness and modes.
- **Memory Recall**: Remembers last color, speed and brightness.
- **Auto Sync**: Automatic sync of your lights every time.
- Wireless handheld remote control included.
- **Wi-Fi Capable**: Optional connectivity for your Smartphone or Tablet.
- Delivers 50 watts to support up to 6 4-wire lights.
- Fully compatible with Perimeter lighting and Waterblade Sheer Decent waterfalls.

System fully compatible with Mini accent lights

Wi-Fi plug-in module available for the ColorTouch
Cascades

Listen to the intoxicating sounds of waterfalls from the beautiful water features that originate in the coping of your own Viking pool. Cascades are available in a variety of sizes and quantities for invigorating and attractive waterfalls that fit the size and landscape of your pool.

Streams

Listen to the tranquil sounds of flowing water with streams, which are installed along the tile line of your pool. Our streams are adjustable so you can change their directional flow for the perfect appearance. Choose from our four faceplates in black, white, grey, or beige.

Bubblers

Bubblers are a fun and relaxing way to enjoy your Viking pool. They create an extraordinary fountain effect.
Vanishing Edge

What better way to add mystique and intrigue to any pool than with the elegance of a vanishing edge. Vanishing edges can be incorporated into virtually any Viking pool to create the look and feel you are trying to accomplish. Who would have guessed that the pool of tomorrow would be a pool without the appearance of walls—and available today, from Viking Pools.

In-Floor Cleaning and Circulation Systems

Maintaining a clean, healthy, warm pool is easier and more affordable than ever with Viking Pools and X-tream Klean™ systems, which provide chemical distribution and heat savings through your choice of four cleaning systems.

**Standard Circulation System:**
- Two nearly-invisible pop-up circulation nozzles in the pool’s floor.

**X-tream Klean™ System:**
- Similar to the standard circulation system.
- A network of nozzles provides additional cleansing power for the bottom of the pool.

**X-tream Klean™ Plus:**
- Extra cleaning heads in steps and seats for a more complete pool cleaning.

**X-tream Klean™ Deluxe:**
- Cleaning heads on the floor, steps and seats.
- A debris canister next to the skimmer catches large debris.
Tiled Floors, Steps, Seats, & Skimmers

Glass or ceramic tile can be added to the floor, steps, seats, and/or skimmers of any Viking pool or spa. These creative designs can be added to complement the shape of your pool for a polished and sophisticated look.

Custom Tile Mosaics

Mosaic tiles reflect charm and personality, adding to the overall appeal of your pool. Reflect your own personality in your pool with a selection from Viking’s standard product line or a custom mosaic of your own creation.
Viking Pools offers an elegant selection of standard perimeter tile and corresponding accent inlaid tiles to make your pool unique. Our inlaid tiles emphasize stairs and seats for safety and appearance.

**Perimeter and Inlaid Tile**

An acceptable degree of shade variation is inherent in glass, ceramic, and natural stone products. Tonal variations may occur within the tiles in a sheet. This characteristic adds to the overall rich quality of mosaics. All warranties against the tile are handled by the tile manufacturer.
Interested in seeing your pool featured? Submit your photos to customerservice@lathampool.com
Interested in seeing your pool featured? Submit your photos to customerservice@lathampool.com
Interested in seeing your pool featured? Submit your photos to customerservice@lathampool.com
Interested in seeing your pool featured? Submit your photos to customerservice@lathampool.com.
The heart of every Viking pool is its ceramic core. The ceramic core is created from a proprietary process using a combination of ceramics, silicates, resins, polymers, and specific additives to create a swimming pool with unsurpassed durability. The ceramic core is actually an additional layer of protection above and beyond standard fiberglass pool design and construction.

Ceramic core technology was first introduced into the swimming pool market in the early 1990’s. Since that time, over one hundred thousand swimming pools have been installed throughout the world with ceramic core technology and are performing to specification. Tens of thousands of those pools containing the ceramic core have been manufactured by Viking Pools and installed throughout North America and the Caribbean; many of them installed in the most difficult of conditions.

By adding together the complex mix of components contained within the ceramic core, Viking is able to offer a product with greater structural strength, more impact resistance, enhanced expansion and contraction properties, and better waterproofing characteristics than more traditional fiberglass pool construction.

1. Exclusive Crystite G2® finish, Diamond Series™ finish, or gel-coat
2. Vinyl ester resin, chopped fiberglass, and hand-laid fiberglass for impact resistance and blister protection
3. The Ceramic Core increases strength and enhances water resistance
4. Hand-laid and chopped fiberglass acts as a corrosion barrier and enhances durability
5. Closed-beam construction means your pool is built using the strongest method of construction available in the pool industry
"I am writing to complement you on the fantastic job you and your team accomplished while installing our Gulf Shore model Viking pool. Everyone involved was professional and very knowledgeable. The crew worked hard and managed to break through the solid limestone of my backyard with no additional costs (to us). We were amazed that despite bad weather, our pool was installed and functional in one week. Thank you for accommodating our “last minute” changes and requests. We couldn’t be more impressed with the job you did, and with our fabulous new pool!"

"With all the distractions today that can pull a family in different directions, our pool has given us a place where the family is together. Whether we include extended family or friends, the addition of the pool makes being together easier and a ton of fun."

"Over dinner we drew a picture of what our IDEAL backyard would look like. Viking provided the PERFECT option for the pool of our dreams. From the sale, to installation, to the completed product The Pool Guyz and Viking Pools have brought our IDEAL pool to a reality."

"Our automatic pool cleaner kicks on and keeps the pool spotless. All of our neighbors have commented how perfect this pool is. If we had known owning a pool would be this easy we would have purchased one year ago."

"We are very glad that we decided to choose your company to install our beautiful pool. We thoroughly enjoy using it – every day that we possibly can! Thanks for running such an honest and conscientious business and caring so much about every detail of the job. It was a pleasure dealing with the two of you, and your sub-contractors are the best. We are huge fans of yours and will not hesitate to recommend you to our neighbors and friends."
**Safety Information**

IMPORTANT: A number of very important items that are essential for the safe use of your pool may not be visible in many of the photographs, either because of perspective or camera angle, or because they were removed for photographic purposes. These items include; but are not limited to:

1. Safety ropes, which should remain in place at all times;
2. “No Diving” signs, which are provided and should be installed in accordance with instructions included on the coping, where they are clearly visible;
3. An area sign is provided and must be permanently and conspicuously affixed in the pool area where all users can see it;
4. Necessary means of exit and entry into the pool;
5. Fencing with a self-latching gate and/or an automatic cover, and other barriers that can assist in preventing unsupervised access to the pool by children;
6. Approved drain covers and other devices to protect against suction entrapment;
7. Minimum required inlets and returns to ensure proper water circulation;
8. Appropriate inpool lighting if the pool will be used after dark.

All of these devices should be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/APSP or ANSI/APSP/ICC standards, as well as state and local statutes and codes.

Diving boards and slides require minimum depths and distances and must only be installed and used in strict compliance with the equipment manufacturer’s specifications and ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/APSP or ANSI/APSP/ICC standards. If the pool is labeled by us as NON-DIVING, then diving equipment may not be installed and any such equipment must be removed before the pool is used.

Smart pool owners always think safety first. They take specific steps to ensure that their family, friends and guests are knowledgeable about the safe and sensible use of their pool. They also:

— ensure that their pool is never used unless there is adequate supervision;
— ensure that their pool is kept in good repair and is not used when there is a missing or broken drain cover or other component;
— ensure that ALL CHILDREN using their pool are supervised constantly;
— that anyone under the influence of alcohol, drugs or stimulants that would impair their abilities or judgment does not use the pool;
— ensure that their pool is protected by appropriate barriers to unsupervised entry including fencing with self latching gates, covers, alarms, etc.

To assist you, a number of very important items of safety literature are included with each pool and also available upon request. We must insist that you read each item carefully and follow its instructions.

These are:

— Pool Owners Safety Handbook
— APSP “Sensible Way” Book
— Limited Lifetime Warranty
— “Children Aren’t Waterproof” Book
— “No Diving” Label
— Warning Label
— Use and Care Manual
— Safety Sign Installation / Illustration Sheet
— Signs and Labels

Make sure your builder supplies you with all of the safety information that accompanies your pool and installs the enclosed warning stickers and area sign where they can be clearly visible to all who use the pool. It’s also a good idea to contact your local American Red Cross for available CPR classes and other vital safety programs.
This NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER is made to all retail customers and buyers of Viking Pools in the United States.

You are by this NOTICE advised that Viking Pools are sold by independent dealers and dealerships. Each dealer is an independent business person, who is completely separate from the manufacturer of Viking Pools. Each dealer is an independent contractor, and no dealer is an owner, agent (in fact or law), or employee of Viking Pools, the manufacturer.

Viking Pools, the manufacturer, hereby DISCLAIMS any liability for an intentional or negligent act by any Viking Pools dealer or dealership or any damage to any Viking Pool caused by an act of any dealer or dealership. Viking Pools will not be responsible or liable for any damages caused by any dealer or dealership. Viking Pools, as the manufacturer, offers a separate warranty to all customers and buyers of Viking Pools. That warranty offered by Viking Pools, the manufacturer, is separate and apart from other or additional warranty or guarantee offered by any dealer or dealership.

Any statement in any advertisement, literature, brochure, or website should NOT be interpreted or construed to expressly or impliedly create any relationship between Viking Pools and any dealer or dealership contrary to this NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER.
Since 1956

This brochure represents pool finishes as closely as possible. Due to the nature of photography, raw materials, and printing, variations in color may occur. Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge. Viking Pools dealers are independent contractors.

Viking Pools
The Standard of Fiberglass

800-854-7665
www.VikingPools.net

Production Facilities

CALIFORNIA
121 Crawford Road • Williams, CA 95987

FLORIDA
40119 County Road 54 East • Zephyrhills, FL 33540

IOWA
818 E. Industrial Street • DeWitt, IA 52742

LOUISIANA
1407 Anse Broussard Highway • Breaux Bridge, LA 70517

NORTH CAROLINA
162 Enterprise Drive • Rockingham, NC 28379

TENNESSEE
1405 Winchester Highway • Fayetteville, TN 37334

TEXAS
10600 West I-20 East • Odessa, TX 79762

WEST VIRGINIA
175 Viking Drive • Jane Lew, WV 26378
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